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Start each morning with the blessing of listening to country songs,
Love and learn each day differently and love life hard and long;
Country songs fill the heart and head with their meaning to the mind,
That we might find the joy in music and live with peace to be good and kind.

  

Thank God for the morning and the dawning of the day until it sets,
Let your life think on country songs with music that gives him glory;
For life on the farm is a country sound and sheep and cattle eat,
As the fence which pens the animals in gives a drink and sweet taste of meat.

  

Country songs are sought of hick and hillbilly chewing on a blade of grass,
Words are always meaningful in the chords and bars of music,
As you dream away the passing hours in country songs for money.

  

Country songs are bright and beautiful as the town joins for a dance,
And the farming people come together and meet as country songs advance;
The baker and butcher and real estate of the country to rejoice,
As the mellow blend of guitar and strings sing along in band and voice.

  

And people come and people go across this tired almighty nation,
As country songs give joy and peace and on the radio each station;
For this land of ours abounds in many things and country songs are riches,
As each country singer leads his heart and signs to girls and fellows.

  

Now country songs finally are strength and tower to reckon with,
As God gives loving kindness to live and love to have another breakfast;
And country songs from bed till dinner are natural attractions,
As the harmony and melody of country songs gives perfected sanctions.

  

Signed,
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The Free Spirit
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